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http://rebelspeaks.weebly.com  - new! Congressional contacts page 
“The Rebel Speaks” newsletter‘s purpose is to share thought provoking viewpoints and  

inspire discussion and debate about today’s political issues… and make you mad!   

Are you mad yet? Congressional contact info on our website! 

call our children murderers and baby killers. Then our so-
called leaders saying, “What does it matter, they’re not our 
children. Our children are off on safe seven million dollar 
birthdays far away from war.”  

Well, time for this Reb to ride. We had visitors last night. Rag-
ged ex-soldiers. I could see remnants of both armies. We 
think they are raiders gone bad, checking us out, part of a 
larger group. So, we’ve all loaded for bear and every eye wide 

open. They might hit us and try 
to take our horses and supplies. 

See you on the bridge! 

P.S. Spring is almost upon us. 
Remember what I said a year 
ago? “Armies move in the 
spring.” Putin isn't’ done yet… 
say goodbye to the rest of the 
Ukraine. I could be wrong and 
hopefully will be proved wrong 
on this one. Putin is pointing 
modern nukes at us! Anybody 
remember your drills from 
school? Face down on your 
knees, under your desk, hands 
on the back of your head and 
kiss sweet family goodbye. Al-
ways good to have a back up 
plan! 

P.S.P.S.  Look around you. 
what’s precious to you? We 
have no effective leadership, 

which puts us in extreme peril each and every day. Some of us 
lived through the missile crisis in Cuba. I clearly remember 
Khrushchev and what it felt like to think, “This is it.” 

For all you youngsters out there, I doubt if most of you can 
even fathom what it’s like to fear frying in a nuclear fire. Well, 
get used to it, welcome to cold war climate change!!! Hanni-
bal is at the gate!@ And he wants to huff and puff and blow 
us all to hell!!! 

Absolute power corrupts absolutely. And that is where we are 
now with Obama and awaiting word of the most power 
crazed woman in this hemisphere to announce running for 
the Socialist Presidential candidate. Even the gigolo Kerry is 
considering a run at it himself. I heard he couldn’t get Peter, 
Paul and Mary, so he’s considering Wayne Newton, singing 
“Danka Shane” with “Hillary Dillary dock” standing off stage, 
mumbling, “What does it matter,” and Obama crying his eyes 
out, saying that’s the most 
beautiful song he’s ever 
heard… and, by the way, you’re 
welcome! Launch another 
drone will you?  

Isn't it funny D.H.S. is running 
out of money and Der Fuhrer 
wants six trillion dollars to 
wage war with? I’m not sure, 
but I don’t think the entire in-
vasion of Normandy cost that 
much, “A,” or even the recon-
struction of Japan after “Fat 
Man” and “Little Boy!”  

I’m kind of curious, since this 
man has no idea of how to fight 
a war and has no intention of 
winning anything—what do you 
suppose he’ll spend it on? How 
about himself! Just think about 
the vacations he could take 
then! Oh, and just think, the 
other day they said Air Force One was getting old, so he is 
getting a new one on us! I’d bet Hillary would sell it to some 
back shooting sheik for the $50 million she seems to be short 
of, to be happily rich and not poor at fifty million. I only wish I 
were so poor! 

These people are the most corrupt I have ever seen. They are 
totally disconnected from us and they are wanting to get 
more of our boys and girls in the military killed. Another quag-
mire without end. So we can hear some nasty little urnalist 

On Being Prepared: 
“If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need not 
fear the result of a hundred battles. If you know yourself 
but not the enemy, for every victory gained you will also 
suffer a defeat. If you know neither the enemy nor your-

self, you will succumb in every battle.”  
― Sun Tzu, The Art of War 

 
On Having The Right Attitude: 

“We shall defend our island, whatever the cost may be, 
we shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight on the land-
ing grounds, we shall fight in the fields and in the streets, 

we shall fight in the hills; we shall never surrender.” 
― Winston Churchill 

 
On Defending our Nation: 

“The liberties of our country, the freedom of our civil 
constitution, are worth defending against all hazards: 
And it is our duty to defend them against all attacks.” 

― Samuel Adams 
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